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HYDRA - et forskningsprogram om flom
HYDRA er et forskningsprogram om flom initiert av Norges vassdrags- og energiverk (NVE) i 1995. Programmet
har en tidsramme på 3 år, med avslutning medio 1999, og en kostnadsramme på ca. 18 mill. kroner. HYDRA er i
hovedsak finansiert av Olje- og energidepartementet.

Arbeidshypotesen til HYDRA er al summen av alle menneskelige påvirkninger i fonn av arealbruk, reguleringer,

forbygningsarbeider m.m. kan ha okt risikoen for flom.

Målgruppen for HYDRA er stallige og kommunale myndigheter, forsikringsbransjen, utdannings- og
forskningsinstitusjoner og andre instilusjoner. Nedenfor gis en oversikt over fagfelt/tema som blir berørt i HYDRA:

 Skaderisikoanalyse

 Miljøvirkninger av flom og flomforebyggende tiltak

 Databaser og GIS

 Modellutvikling

Sentrale aktører i HYDRA er; Del norske meteorologiske institutt (DNMI), Glommens og Laagens Brukseierforening
(GLB), Jordforsk, Norges geologiske undersokelse (NGU), Norges Landbrukshogskole (NLH), Norges teknisk-
naturvitenskapelige universitet (NTNU), Norges vassdrags- og energiverk (NVE), Norsk institutt for jord- og
skogkartlegging (NIJOS), Norsk institutt for vannforskning (NIVA), SINTEF, Stiftelsen for Naturforskning og
Kulturminneforskning (NINA/NIKU), Norsk Regnesentral (NR), Direktoratet for naturforvaltning (DN),

Østlandsforskning (ØF) og universitetene i Oslo og Bergen.

• Naturgrunnlag og arealbruk

 Tettsteder

 Flomdemping, flomvern og flomhandtering

HYDRA - a research programme on floods
HYDRA is a research programme on floods initiated by the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration
(NVE) in 1995. The programme has a time frame of 3 years, terminating in 1999, and with an economic framework
of NOK 18 million. HYDRA is largely financed by the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy.

The working hypotesis for HYDRA is that the sum of all human impacts in the form of land use, regulation, flood

protection etc., can have increased the risk of floods.

HYDRA is aimed at staLCand municipal authorities, insurance companies, educational and research institutions,

and other organization.

An overview of the scientific content in HYDRA is:

• Natural resources and land use

 Urban areas

• Databases and GIS

 Risk analysis

 Flood reduction, flood protection and flood management

 Environmental consequences of floods

and flood prevention measures

• Modelling

Central institutions in the HYDRA programme are; The Norwegian Meteorological Institute (DNMI), The Glommens
and Laagens Water Management Association (GLB), Centre of Soil and Environmental Research (Jordforsk), The

Norwegian Geological Survey (NGU), The Agriculture University of Norway (NLH), The Norwegian University of

Science and Technology (NTNU), The Norwegian Water and Energy Administration (NVE), The Norwegian Institute
of Land Inventory (N IJOS), The Norwegian Insti tute for Water Research (NIVA),The Foundation for Scientific and

Industrial Research at the Norwegian Institute of Technology (SINTEF), The Norwegian Institute for Nature and

Cultural Heritage Rescarch (NINA/NIKU), Norwegian Computing Center (NR), Directorate for Nature Management

(DN), Eastern Norway Research Inst.i tute (F) and the Universities of Oslo and Bergen.
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SAMMENDRAG:

En mye brukt modell for å beskrive sammenhengen mellom nedbør-avrenning i de skandinaviske land
er HBV-modellen. I dette notatet utvikler vi en statistisk modell for å beskrive usikkerheten i
vannføringsprognoser fra HEV-modellen. Disse resultatene vil være vesentlige når vi senere i
prosjektet skal bygge en statistisk modell for å beskrive usikkerhet i vannføringsprognosene når
meteorologiske prognoser benyttes som inngangsverdier til HBV-modellen. I vår statistiske metode lar
vi observert vannføring være en prosess av lognormalfordelt variable med autoregressive feil.
Parametrene i den statistiske modellen tilpasses for ulike kategorier av nedbør, temperatur og
snødekke. Vi viser resultater for to nedbørfelt (Knappom og Roykenes) i Sør-Norge. Til slutt valideres
den statistiske modellen mot uavhengige data. Den statistiske modellen ser ut til gi en rimelig
beskrivelse av feilen i HBV-modellen.

ABSTRACT:
The Swedish HBV-model for rainfall-runoff is extensively used as a flood forecasting tool in the
Scandinavian countries. We develop a statistical model for assessing the uncertainty in runoff
predictions made from the HB V-model. Ultimately, this will be important in building a model for the
uncertainty in runoff forecasts when the input to the HB V-model are meteorological forecasts. Our
statistical model take the observed runoff as a lognormal variable with autoregressive errors. The
parameters of the statistical model are fitted to different regimes of precipitation, temperature and
snow cover. We show results for two Norwegian catchments. The statistical model is evaluated on
independent data, and the results seem promising.
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1 Introduction

Floods may threaten human lives and inflict damage on nature and assets created by them.
Because of their destructive potential, they must be carefully forecasted well in advance.
During the spring flood of 1995 in the Glomma River Basin in Eastern Norway, the total
cost of the damages were estimated to NOK 1.8 billion (NOU 1996:16). At that time, flood
forecasts were independently made daily by Glommen and Laagen's Water Management
Association (GLB) and by the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Administration
(NVE). The GLB and NVE forecasts were indeed different.

The uncertainty associated with a flood forecast is important for risk assessment and
should be taken into account in the decision making process. For example, the probabilities
of exceeding certain critical levels may be more informative for a decision maker than the
precise expected level of such a flood. Therefore, it is useful to quantify this uncertainty and
incorporate it as part of the forecasting and flood warning routine. Based on a study of the
flood in Glomma in 1995, Lundquist (1997) lists the following elements as important sources
for this uncertainty: meteorological forecasts, rainfall-runoff model, initial conditions of
rainfall-runoff model, transport time, temporary loss of water and discharge rating curves.

As part of the HYDRA program, Norwegian Computing Center (NR) is engaged in
the project " Quantification of uncertainty in runoff forecasts". The main purpose of this
project is to quantify the uncertainty in these forecasts due both to errors in precipitation
and temperature forecasts and to approximations performed by the specific rainfall-runoff
model. The rainfall-runoff model we consider in this study is the Swedish HBV-model,
which is widely used in Scandinavia. However the methods developed to assess the uncer-
tainties could be applied to other models as well.

In this first report, we present a statistical method for assessing the uncertainty in the
rainfall-runoff model, while the effects of errors and uncertainties in the meteorological
forecasts will be included in a later report. The basic elements of our statistical model are
that the HBV-model errors are taken as lognormal distributed variables with autoregressive
structure. The parameters of the model are fitted separately for different combinations
of precipitation, temperature and snow-cover. The snow-cover values we use are water-
equivalents spatially distributed according to a submode! of the HBV-model. We want
to investigate the quality of the HBV-model and to describe the uncertainty about its
predictions, isolating these aspects from errors produced because of not precise external,
meteorological forecasts. To perform this task we work retrospectively on actually occurred
meteorological conditions.

We develop a model and inferential procedure that allows to describe how the observed
runoffs really are, given the prediction made via the HBV-model, under the assumption
of no errors in meteorological forecasts. We also obtain understanding of how good the
HBV-model has been in last years.

The HBV-model consists of a sequence of submodels: snow, soil moisture and dynamics.
The snow submodel calculates snow accumulation, altitude distribution, melting, refreezing
and ageing. In the soil moisture zone meltwater and rain are input, and evapotranspiration
and percolation is calculated. The dynamics consist of upper and lower (ground water)
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zone dynamics and routing.
We apply our model assessment methodology to the two catchments Røykenes (Western

Norway) and Knappom (Eastern Norway). In Section 2 a description of the available data
at these catchments is given. We explain why a log-transformation seems appropriate.
We show a simple density estimation of the error committed by the HBV model. Finally
we detect a changepoint in the Knappom data that forces us to consider data only after
1985. The statistical model and estimation procedures are presented in Sections 3 and 4.
We carefully explain the choices we have done in modeling. We suggest to work with an
autoregressive model for the difference of log runoffs, with coefficients and noise variance
that depends on precipitation levels, snow cover and temperature. In particular we identify
8 meteorological regimes to be informative for the error prediction. Our study concentrates
in particular on the 15% largest HBV predicted runoffs. A two step iterative algorithm
is suggested to perform inference via Splus (Becker, Chambers  &  Wilks 1988, Venables
&zRipley 1994). The results for Røykenes and Knappom are given in Section 5. We
summarize estimated parameters, plot confidence intervals and validate our models on a
set of data unused in estimation. We also argue that heavy tailed distribution are probably
present, and that this would deserve further investigations. Some concluding remarks are
given in Section 6.
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Figur 2.1

Figure 2.1

Observert (QBs) 9 simulert (QsnM)vannforing for Roykenes i
1996.

Observed (solid line) (QoBs) and HBV predicted ( dashed line}
(QsnM)runoff for Røykenes in 1996.

2 Knappom and Roykenes catchments data.

The catchment of Roykenes in Western Norway has an area of 50m2• The annual mean
flood ( runoff expected to be exceeded once per year) used by NVE for this catchment is
51 m3 

/ s.  Large runoffs at Røykenes often occurs during Fall or Winter, due to heavy
rain. The catchment of Knappom has an area of 1625m? and aa annual mean flood of
178 m?/ s. Large flows at Knappom often result from a combination of snowmelt and
rain during Spring. Measurements have been taken daily at the catchments of Knappom
and Roykenes since 1957. We denote by QoBs(t) the time series of measured runoffs,
where t counts days. The unit of measurement is m3 

/ s.  In the sequel we shall always
make clear which catchment is under consideration. With Qs1M(t) we denote the runoff
predicted with the HEV-model for day t, where actual meteorological conditions are input
into the calculations. Hence QsIM (t) can be considered as the HBV prediction under
the assumption of perfect meteorological forecasts at the monitoring stations. Because
Qs1M(t) values are artificially produced by running the HBV-model retrospectively, we
prefer to call them simulated runoffs.

Figure 2.1 shows the simulated and observed runoffs in year 1996 for Roykenes and
Figure 2.2 shows the 1990-1994 time series for Knappom. The measured runoffs are typical:
sudden peaks are present and in general the process is very instable, making predictions
very dependent on accurate explanatory variables. Looking to the simulated trajectories,
they do seem to reasonably follow the truth, but errors are indeed clearly visible. We shall
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Figur 2.2

Figure 2.2

Observert (QBs) og simulert (QsnM)vannfring for K nappom i
1990-1994.

Observed {solid line) (QoBs) and HBV predicted ( dashed line}
(snM) runoff for Knappom in 1990-1994.

now proceed with some exploratory analysis.
The scatterplots of the observed values QBs versus the simulated ones,  Qs1M  are

given in Figure 2.3 (for Rykenes) and Figure 2.4 (for Knappom). It is clear that these
data are not normally distributed and that the difference between observed and simulated
runoffs tends to increase for large values of runoffs, both observed or measured ones. The
ratio of the variance of the differences divided by their value may, however, be more stable.
Under this assumption it is appropriate to log transform both original time series. The
scatterplots of log  QBs  versus log  snM  for the two catchments are given in Figure 2.5
(Røykenes) and Figure 2.6 (Knappom). Indeed, the transformed data seem more adequate
for normal assumptions and the variances of the differences seem more stable. Notice the
peculiar behavior of the scatterplots for small values of log  Qs1M, especially for Knappom
data. These patterns are caused by strong correlation in time, which will be accounted for
in our model. Another artifact, horizontal striping is due to rounding and it is visible in
the lower left part of Figure 2.5. However, because in this paper we will mainly focus on
large values of runoffs, we don't complicate our model in order to account for this aspect.

In order to see how well the HBV-model performs, we plot the density of the ratio
Q0Bs(t)/Qs1M(t),  obtained by kernel estimation. The densities are given in Figure 2.7 and
Figure 2.8. The unsymmetric shape shows that when errors of the type  QoBs(t) > snM(t)
happen, they may be quite significant. From the density plot it is easy to compute the
probability that  QBs(t)  is larger than, say, 200% of  Qs1M(t).
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Figure 2.3

Observert (QBs) mot simulert (sIM) vannf@ring for Rykenes.

Observed (QoBs) vs. simulated (QsnM) runoff for Roykenes.
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Figure 2.4

Observert (QBs) mot simulert (QsnM)vannfring for Knappom.

Observed (QBs) vs. simulated (QsnM)runoff for Knappom.
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Figure 2.5

Observert  (QBs)  mot simulert  (Qs1M)  vannføring for Røykenes
på logaritmisk skala.

Observed  (QBs)  vs. simulated  (QsnM)  runoff for Roykenes
on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 2.6

Obsevert (QBs) mot simulert (Qs1MJvannføring for K nappom
på logaritmisk skala.

Observed (QoBs) vs. simulated (QsnM)runoff for Knappom
on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 2. 7
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Figure 2.8
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The density of QoBs/snM for Knappom
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Figure 2.9

"Dagens" differanse ( log{Q0Bs)-log(Qs1M) ) mot "gårsdagens"
differanse for Røykenes {logaritmisk skala).

The difference ( log(QBs-log(QsnM) ) of "today" vs. the
difference of "yesterday" for Røykenes (logarithmic scale).
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Figur 2.10

Figure 2.10

"Dagens" differanse ( log(Q0Bs)-log(Qs1M) ) mot "gårsdagens"
differanse for Knappom (logaritmisk skala).

The difference ( log(Q0Bs)-log(Qs1M) ) of "today" vs. the
difference of "yesterday" for Knappom (logarithmic scale).
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Figure 2.11

Illustrasjon av homogenitetsbrudd i vann/ øringen for K nappom
i 1985.

Changepoint in the runoff for K nappom in 1985

An important characteristic of these time series is the autocorrelation of the differences
between observed and simulated runoffs. For instance successive differences log(Bs(t)) --
log(QSnM(t)) (corresponding, say, to "today" ) and log(Qos(t - 1))- log(QsnM(t- 1))
( corresponding to "yesterday" ) are clearly correlated, as shown by the scatterplots in
Figure 2.9 (Roykenes) and in Figure 2.10 (Knappom). We can see that this autocorrelation
is much stronger for Knappom than it is for Røykenes. When inspecting visually the figures
it is important to remember that in the black area very many observations are concentrated.
The few points that are identifiable singularly and do not fit into the general trend do
not deserve complex interpretations. For instance in Figure 2.6., there are ten points at
approximately level 4 that can be disregarded.

Statistical exploratory analysis has the aim to detect instabilities of the underlying
processes. The observed Knappom runoffs showed in fact a bizarre behavior. Since 1985
the time series became much more homogeneous. The variation from one day to the next
of the observed runoff decreased in 1985. This phenomena is illustrated in Figure 2.11
which plots over time the difference

1 (Q ( )) 
log(QoBs(t -  1)) -  log(QoBs(t + 1))

og OBS t  - 2

between an observation and the average of the observation a day before and a day ahead
( on logarithmic scale). The explanation of this bizarre behavior was explained by experts
as being related to a specific event regularly happening in the Knappom catchment until
1985: tree trunks were floated down the main river in periods in order to reach collection

12



Tabell 2.1 Andel av variansen til observert vann/ øring som forklares av den
simulerte vannføringen.

The amount of the variation in observed runoff that is explained
by the simulated runoff.

explained variance
Røykenes (1957-1997) 0. 70
Knappom (1957-1994) 0.73
Knappom (1985-1994) 0. 79

Table 2.1

points ("tommerfloting" in Norwegian). During these events the flow of the river was
affected by several small custom-built dams. Because of this changepoint we preferred not
to use Knappom data collected before September 1985 in the further analysis.

Next we evaluate how much of the total variance of the observed runoff is explained by
the simulated runoff. Table 2.1 shows such explained variance calculated as

, _ QoBst) -QsnM(@))?

(oBst)  - oBs)?
(1)

where Bs denotes the sample mean. As we see the percentages are around 70%, which
is not a large figure.

In the next section we will propose a model for the log transformed time series. In
order to assess the quality of such models, we will reserve part of the data for validation.
The validation data are not used for inference. For inference we use data from 1.9.1957
until 31.8.1987 for Røykenes, from 1.9.1985 until 31.8.1994 for Knappom; for validation
from 1.9.1987 until 31.8.1997 for Røykenes, from 1.9.1994 until 31.12.1995 for Knappom.

13



3 Choice of a model

Our modeling and estimation will use elements from time series analysis (Priestley 1981),
although the use of covariates is non-standard. We begin with some notation. Let

Sr log@snM( t)), (2)

Or log@oBs(t)). (3)

d - OrS r, (4)

r - Se  -  St1. (5)

We continue to use log transformed variables. The difference  dt  represents the error made
at timet by the HBV-model, when using perfect meteorological information.

Based on the autoregressive dependency discovered in Figures 2.9 and 2.10, we propose
initially a simple autoregressive order 1 model, AR(1)

(6)

where et are i.i.d. random variables, normally distributed with mean O and variance o?
From each catchment data separately we estimate, by means of maximum likelihood ( using
the function ar in Splus), the parameters a, one for Knappom and one for Røykenes. We
denote by @ the generic estimate. Studying the residuals

(7)

allows us now to evaluate the fit of the AR(1) model and can give ideas for possibly more
adequate models.

Figure 3.1 plots the AR(1) residuals against temperature for Knappom. This figure
clearly shows that there is a relation between the residual variation and the temperature:
The residuals are more spread if the temperature is over zero. One way to model this
behavior is to allow for a changepoint for the variance at time t, when the temperature
at timet is over zero. The threshold zero could also be estimated directly from the data,
but we will keep it fixed to zero, because of the ease of interpretation. Figure 3.1 also
shows that the mean value of the residuals is close to zero for all temperatures. This is
expected since the effects of the temperature on the runoff are well considered by the HBV-
model. A similar study of the residuals versus precipitation has not shown any significant
pattern: both the mean and the variation look stable. For Røykenes the residuals seem
homogeneous with respect to both temperature and precipitation and are not displayed in
any figure. In conclusion, we will improve the model by assuming that the variance a 2 of
the noise term et depends on the temperature T(t) measured at timet. In particular, this
variance should be allowed to differ between the situations T< 0 and T > 0.

We now look for more structure in the data, in order to model better d. In Figure 3.2
we display the AR(1) residuals (7) as they vary with rt-l· The plot shows a significant
trend that changes with the sign of the difference T--1. The residual mean is possibly zero
if this sign is positive, but is certainly not zero if the sign is negative. To incorporate into
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the model this covariate, we extend the autoregressive dependencies of d: in addition to
d_1 it should also depend on the variable r, = s - Se1 . In fact we also found effects that
indicate the presence of autoregressive factors of higher order. Here is the general model

I J

a.= a4.+n-,+
i=1 j=1

(8)

with autoregressive dependency up to  I  lags back for  d  and J lags back for  r.  For the
moment the errors are still assumed to be i.i.cl. N(O,a 2) distributed. When J = 0 we
have a pure AR-model. There is no need for an intercept since all terms are centered. We
have extensively tried out models of type (8). It has been difficult to determine satisfying
estimates valid generally. Because the main aim in flood warning is related to high runoff
values, we have tried to group the data based on high level of St, However the parameter
estimates remained unstable. What we could establish was that the presence in model
(8) of the explanatory variable rt-I was no longer justified when looking to data with
largest s-values. We found that the AR(1) parameter a) varies systematically with s
and should hence depend on the runoff level St, Looking to more complex models, with
higher lags, we could conclude that they were only slightly better. At this point parsimony
in model design is more important. More complex models may fit this explicit data set
better, but may not be adequate to other catchments. The purpose is to find a model that
is reasonably general to fit runoffs. Hence, the only aspect we would like to model better
is the autoregressive AR(1) parameter, that is indeed important.

We suggest the following dynamic model

(9)

where o. = a?(s, i(t)) and o = o(s, i(t)) now depend on the logarithm of the simulated
runoff, i(t) abbreviates actual temperature, precipitation and snow cover at time t, and
where are i.i.d. with standard normal distribution N(0, 1). Note that  at  and  o,  are
dependent. It is convenient to parametrize their model with equal number of parameters.
We shall assume that

0e @;e) + bs

log(o) - A@ + Bs.

(10)

(11)

The log-transform of the standard deviation ensures no negative values. Notice that for
simplicity only the intercept term in (10) and (11) is assumed to depend on meteorological
conditions. This introduces enough flexibility.

We need to assume some functional form for ai(t) and Ai(t)· Here we try the simplest
possible parametric model. We have seen that trends depend on the temperature  T(t)
being below or over zero; additionally, we can expect different regimes if precipitations
P(t)  are absent or present and similarly for snow cover  N(t).  Hence we shall assume
ai(t) = ar(t),P(t),N(t) to be a step function with eight possible values, to be estimated. In
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fact we will test if the eight regimes are significantly different. We now interpret i(t) as
the meteorological regime at time t.

Finally, based on the fact that predictions are particular important for large runoff
values and because we have discovered bizarre behaviors for small values, we have split
the data into two parts, one corresponding to the 25% largest s-values, the other with all
other ones. We shall estimate parameters separately for each group.
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4 Inference

A maximum likelihood approach is taken here. In order to handle correctly the time
progression within each of the two groups, we first organize the whole data set as a matrix
with four columns and one row for each day (each value oft). To be precise, the columns
are

d0 The values of d = log(QoBs(t)) - log(QsnM(t));
d1 - The values of d1, i.e. a time shifted version of s0;
g - The vector of meteorological regimes, it);
s0 The values of s.

When we perform inference for one group of data, say the 25% largest s(t) values, we
simply remove the unactual rows.

(A minor remark: Since the HBV-model is restarted each year at the first of September,
there are some instabilities in the time series just after this date. Without attempting to
model them in any way, we simply remove this day in all the years.)

Our estimation procedure will alternate between two steps. In one of them we estimate
the variances O'ti in the other step we use these values to estimate the other parameters of
•  This two step algorithm is run until convergence to the maximum likelihood.

We first describe our estimation procedure when the variance o is known up to a
constant. In this case, under normal assumptions, the maximum likelihood estimates of
the time series parameters are found by ordinary least squares. This corresponds, once we
have organized the data as described above, to weighted linear regression. If a;ex kt then
we simply do a weighted regression with weights w = l/ k. In Splus this is done by calling
the function lm:

lm( dO - -1 + d1:g+ d1:s0,weights=w )

that will give estimates for all trend parameters a;(t), b.  This ends the description of one
of the two steps in our inferential algorithm. In the next step we keep the current values
of the estimates in (10) fixed, while we infer on the variance parameters.

Consider model (9) and let
(12)

with o as in (11) and N(0, 1). Now, e has a #-distribution, i. e. a gamma
distribution with the dispersion parameter Var(et)/(E( e?)) = 2. Within the framework
of generalized linear models (GLM), see McCullagh & Nelder (1989), the first moment of
e?is modeled using a the logarithmic link function

log(E( et)) = 2log( o) = 2A + 2Bs. (13)

Hence the GLM parameters are twice the parameters in our model (11) above. The pa-
rameters in the GLM model can be estimated with the help of Splus by the function glm.

The estimation routine in Splus does not exactly perform maximum likelihood estimation,
but quasi-likelihood estimation instead. This simplification is certainly acceptable, but it
does not use the information about the dispersion parameter we have in order to estimate
the model parameters. In Splus the function we use is
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glm(res2 - g + s0 ,family=Gamma(link="log")

where res2 contains the values of e;.After the GLM parameters have been estimated this
routine also calculates the dispersion parameters from the data. If the assumptions of a
normal distribution in (9) were true, this parameter should be around 2. If the parameter
were much larger than 2 this would mean that we would have a heavy tailed distribution
in (9).

To estimate the parameters in the complete model (11-13) we iterate the two estimation
steps described above. First lit is obtained by ordinary least squares and the residuals are
calculated as € = d,  - @d_1. Then the squared residuals €,are used in the GLM
procedure which estimates a. Finally, an updated estimate of o is calculated by weighted
linear regression with weights w(t) = l/ai 2. In order to proceed, updated squared residuals
are passed to the GLM routine etc. The algorithm stops when convergence is obtained. In
practice we have noticed that a few (about ten) iterations suffice.

Here is the full Splus code:

estimate<- function(x,iter) {
regr <- lm dO -1 + dl:g + dl:s0
lres <- log(regr$residuals2)
lreg <- lmlres x8g + x$s0)
w <- 1/(exp(lreg$fitted.values))
for(i in 1:iter){

assign("w",w,frame=1)
regr <- lm( dO - -1 + dl:g + d1:s0 ,data=x,weights=w)
res2 <- regr$residuals2
assign("res2",res2,frame=1)
glmreg <- glm(res2 x$g +x$s0

.f amily=Gamma (link=" log") , start=log1/w))
w<- 1/glmreg$fitted.values }

y <- NULL; y$regr <- regr; y8glmreg <- glmreg; y;}

,data=x)

In the beginning we compute good starting values for the GLM step of the iteration algo-
rithm. The two statements starting with assign are needed to cope with a small bug of
Splus. In the last line a return object with all final estimates is created.

Note that in the special case where model assumption (11) is simplified by keeping only
A;a  while  B = 0, the obvious estimate of A, for all t such that i(t) = i, is simply the
mean of the squared residuals within meteorological regime i. Then, in ordinary variance
estimates the sum of squared residuals is usually divided by n 1 instead of  n.  This
correction may be introduced, but will not be at all significant for large data sets.
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5 Results

We start by noticing that in fact less than eight possible explanatory meteorological regimes
seem to be sufficient. There is evidence that the number of such categories depends on
certain characteristics of the monitoring stations. The chosen categories are given in Ta-
ble 4.1, three for Roykenes, five for Knappom. We always distinguish first the case with
positive temperature from the case with non-positive one. Absence or presence of snow
seems relevant for positive temperatures, and similarly for precipitations.

Tabell4.1 Kategoriene som brukes til parameter-estimeringen.
Table 4.1 The chosen categories for the estimation.

i Røykenes Knappom
1 temp. <0 temp. <0
2 temp. > 0 AND snow = 0 temp. > 0 AND snow = 0 AND precipitation = 0
3 temp. > 0 AND snow > 0 temp. > 0 AND snow > 0 AND precipitation = 0
4 temp. > 0 AND snow= 0 AND precipitation> 0
5 temp. > 0 AND snow> 0 AND precipitation > 0

In Table 4.2. we present estimated values for the parameters, when only the 25% largest
s-values are used. In order to obtain interpretable estimates, we have centered the log
predicted runoffs, i.e. the model is written as

0  - @;@ + b(s  -  s),

log(o) - A + B(s -  s),

(14)

(15)

where s is the sample average of the 25% largest s-values. We obtain in fact s = 2.350
for Røykenes and St = 3. 734 for Knappom. Without such centering the constant terms
(a; or A;) would depend very much on the regression parameter (b or B). As a result,
the standard deviation of the estimated constant terms would be relatively large. The
corresponding standard deviation estimate could be very misleading, since it would have
little to do with uncertainty of the estimated model. Therefore it is much better to write
the model on a form where the parameters are less dependent. With the upper 25% s
values are centered, the dependencies between b and the a;'s and between B and the A's
are now small. In fact if we would assume a single group, then the parameter estimates in
(14) would be independent. For our actual data the standard deviation estimates of the
parameter estimates are given in Table 4.2.

In Table 4.2. we notice that the estimate of B is very small. Therefore this parameter
does not play an important role in the estimation of o. The fact that B is not significantly
different from zero is nice since we are eventually interested in extrapolating, predicting
the uncertainty of the HBV-Model when values of St are very large. Using an estimated
model in order to draw conclusions about scenarios of the explanatory variables that were
not present or under-represented in the data set, is always dangerous. If  B = 0 then such
predictions are less problematic since s itself is not present in the dynamics of o.
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Tabell 4.2 Parameter-estimater og estimerte standard-avvik.
Table 4.2 Parameter estimates and estimated standard deviations.

Roykenes Knappom
parameter estimate std. error parameter estimate std. error

b -0.242 0.031 b -0.072 0.028
01 0.552 0.152 01 0.946 0.028
a2 0.192 0.023 02 0.941 0.028
a3 0.283 0.017 a3 0.892 0.024

a4 0.826 0.040
a5 0.958 0.029

B 0.067 0.047 B 0.049 0.066
A, -0.382 0.151 A, -1.964 0.112
Ao -0.886 0.037 A» -1.908 0.108
As -0.777 0.025 As -1.838 0.067

A -1.271 0.088
As -1.633 0.081

There is one aspect of the results in Table 4.2. that is disturbing. Using these values of
the estimated parameters, and in correspondence with the largest St-values, if we compute
for Roykenes estimated values of in (14) we obtain negative values. This would mean
that there is a negative lag 1 autocorrelation of d. For our data we are sceptical about
such a possibility. The negative values here are obtained because a decreasing trend in
the data has been extrapolated. There are very few such large values in our data set and
these values have only a minor effect on the estimate of  b.  We have not seen indications
of negative autocorrelation in the data. In practice, we may not allow negative values and
use zero instead. It would be also possible to overcome this problem by writing a model
that does not allow negative autocorrelations, but we will not introduce such complications
here.

We now proceed in the evaluation of the quality of our inferential procedure. First, we
have estimated the dispersion parameters, mentioned in section 4, for the two catchments.
They are for Roykenes 4.44, and for Knappom 4. 73. Both values are larger than 2, which
would be the dispersion value under normale assumptions. Hence we could conclude that a
heavy tailed distribution is present. Modeling this aspect better goes beyond the scope of
this project, but could bring to interesting results. Standard deviations of these estimated
dispersions or p-value for testing the hypothesis that the dispersion is larger than 2, have
not been computed.

Recall our model
O = St+ Ot(Ot-l  -  St-I) + Gtf.t

where we have estimated the parameters Ot and Gt by

a - a@ + (s  - St)

a  - exp(4 + B(st  -  St))
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Figur 4.1

Figure 4.1

October 1995

Nedre-, øvre- og median-verdier i et 95% intervall (stiplet) sammen med
SIM (lang-stiplet) 09 QBs (heltrukket) for Roykenes i oktober 1995.

Lower, upper and median values in a 95% interval for QBs(t) (dashed).
Also, snM (long-dashed) and QoBs (solid) for Rykenes, October 1995.

Our next step is to construct a confidence interval for  QoBs(t).  Note that this will
be a conditional confidence interval and will not produce a joint confidence band. The
distribution of o given St, St-i and o.1 is obtained by plugging in the estimated parameter
values, neglecting their uncertainty, and using the fact that the distribution of Et is N(0, 1).
The 95% confidence interval for o is

[s + a@(o1 - s-n) - 1.96. @, s+ @(o-1  - sn)+1.96 · G ], (19)

so that the 95% confidence interval for  QoBs(t)  is

[exp (s + a(o-1 - s-) -1.96·@) , exp (s + @(o-1 --1)+ 1.96·a)]. (20)

This interval is now calculated for the validation data and compared to the actual values.
In Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 we plot the confidence interval for Os(t), via (20),

for the validation data set (see section 2). In Table 4.2. we notice that the autoregres-
sive behavior of the runoffs is less important for Røykenes than it is for Knappom. The
plots now confirm this tendency: for Knappom Bs(t) is much more smooth than for
Røykenes. This is probably because large flows at Røykenes are usually due to heavy rain-
fall, while for Knappom the large flows are typically induced by snowmelt. Another reason
for the distinctly different runoff characteristics could be the difference in the size of these
catchments.
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Figur 4.2

Figure 4.2

May and June 1995

Nedre-, øvre- og median-verdier i et 95% intervall (stiplet) sammen med
SIM (lang-stiplet) og QoBS{heltrukket) for Knappom i mai 1995.

Lower, upper and median values in a 95% interval ( dashed) together with
snM (long-dashed) and QoBs (solid) for Knappom in May 1995.

Notice that the observed true values of QBs(t) are mostly inside the 95%-confidence
interval. Values of QoBs(t) outside the confidence interval are indeed very seldom and
most values are relatively close to the median value. The median of the confidence interval
can be considered as an estimate of QoBs(t). In Figure 4.2 we can see that the median
is much closer to the true runoff QBs(t) than is QSIM(t). For Røykenes this median
value and Qs1M(t) are not very different. This is not the case for Knappom. This suggests
that there is larger potential for improvement of the HBV-model for Knappom than for
Røyken es.

From a closer look at the these figures we may think that the intervals are too wide.
This is due to the heavy tails in the distribution. Extreme values, that occur very seldom
but are very large, blow up the estimate of the standard deviation and therefore widen the
confidence intervals.

One way to check how good the estimated model performs on the validation data is to
verify if the estimated residual values

d  - ad_1
€=----

0
(21)

follow a N(0, 1) law. For instance, 95% of these values should be in [-1.96,1.96]. In
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 these values are plotted against log(Qs1M(t)). The vertical
line on the figure shows the limit for the 25% largest St-values: remember that we have
modeled data that are to the right of this line. The outer (internal) horizontal lines are
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Figur 4.3

Figure 4.3

ft mot log(QsnM) i validerings-dataene for Røykenes. Linjene viser
99% og 99.99% intervall (horisontal) og 25%-grensen (vertikal).

ft vs. log(QsnM) in validation data for Røykenes. Lines illustrate
99% and 99.99% interval (horizontal) and the 25% limit (vertical).

limits for the 99% (99.99%) normal confidence interval, i.e. quantiles in the standard
normal distribution.

We first focus on the 25% largest St-values. Figure 4.3., for Røykenes, shows that all
of the observations outside the intervals are negative values. This means that when the
model fails to be well tempered, the runoff is smaller than expected. This error is of course
less worrying than underestimating the effective runoff. This figure also indicates that
the heavy tail effects we noticed before is mainly caused by negative residuals. A further
reassuring conclusion we can draw from Figures 4.3. and 4.4 is that there is no indication
of structure along St, If we were interested in the 75% smallest St-values then we would
need to go back to the model, because some structure is clearly visible left of the horizontal
line.

We comment now on the 108 Knappom observations above the 25% limit. We find six
observation outside 99% confidence interval which again indicates heavy tails. We can also
see one extreme value just outside the 25-limit. Recall that the validation set is much
larger for Røykenes than for Knappom.

Our next investigation regards the probability of exceeding certain threshold values.
Based on our historical data for Knappom we expect QoBs(t) to exceed the threshold
51 m?/ s once a year, and 73 m?/ s once every ten years. The corresponding values for
Knappom are 178 m 3 /sand 264 m 3 / s. One may therefore be interested in the probabilities
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Figure 4-4

ft mot log(QsnM) i validerings-dataene for K nappom. Linjene viser
99% og 99.99% intervall (horisontal) og 25%-grensen (vertikal).

ft vs. log(QsnM) in validation data for Knappom. Lines illustrate
99% and 99.99% interval (horizontal) and the 25% limit (vertical).

that these values are exceeded. Such probabilities can be calculated as

P(QoBs(t) > 53m3/s) =
P(s +@(o1 -s-1)+· @> log(53)) =
P( > (log(53) - s -@(o1 s-1))/@),

(22)

where Et is N(0,1). The results are illustrated in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. As one
would expect, these probabilities are near zero most of the time, and they are significant
in correspondence to observed large Qs events.
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Figure 4.5

P(QoBS > 51) (stiplet) og P(QoBS > 73) {heltrukket) for Røykenes.

P( QoBS> 51)  (dashed) and P(QoBs > 73) {solid) for Røykenes.
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Figure 4.6

94.0 94.5 95.0

year 1994-1995

95.5 96.0

P(QoBS > 178) (stiplet) og P(QOBs> 264) (heltrukket) for Knappom.

P(QoBS > 178) (dashed) and P(QoBS > 264) (solid) for Knappom.
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6 Concluding remarks

In this paper we have developed a new methodology in order to predict the model error
of the HBV-model, under exact meteorological forecasts. We have suggested an autore-
gressive model that incorporates parameters that are dependent on specific meteorological
conditions. Inference is performed with the help of a simple iterative algorithm.

Our tests on a validation set give very encouraging results. It seems that our model
fits well to the two catchments we have studied.

Of course, while we believe that the proposed general methodology would fit also to
other catchment data of the same sort, some adjustment may be needed. However the
family of models we have analysed here should suffice.

It is now possible to predict the model error, given no errors in the meteorological
forecasts. The next step of this research is to study the way errors in meteorological
predictions propagate in the HBV-model. Then we will consider the model prediction
WgpM (t) of the present paper and the same prediction obtained using forecasted, ineaact
precipitation and temperature levels. The two analysis together will allow to identify what
part of the actual flood prediction procedure has the greatest potential for improvement.
At this stage, it seems that there may be some potential for improvement of the runoff
predictions at Knappom.

Our final analysis will also allow to quantify the uncertainty around predicted runoffs,
especially when these are large. In the future, we hope that uncertainty estimates may be
given routinely as part of the runoff prediction procedure.
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